pair of signaller and receiver, thus they omit potential competition between signallers, which 23 could be a crucial force behind the evolution of attention-seeking displays. Here I model this 24 competition in a spatially explicit model of mate choice where males can give a continuous 25 signal to call the attention of potential mates. The results show that attention-seeking displays 26 readily evolve to the allowed maximum when the cost of signalling is low. However, 27 dimorphism evolves when the cost of signalling is high. The population consist of two types 28 of males at this dimorphic state: males that do not give a signals and males that give the 29 highest intensity signal possible. The results show that variation in quality is not a necessary 30 requirement for the evolution of dimorphic traits. 31 only one male, whereas males can mate with as many females as they can. Females have to 58 search for partners, this search can be costly (c S ). Males can give a signal called 'attention-59 4 seeking-display' (ASD) to help this search. Let's assume that the probability of finding a 60 partner (p) is proportional to the intensity of the signal (x). Let's further assume that giving a 61 signal is costly and the cost is proportional to the intensity of the signal (c(x)). There is no 62 difference between males and females and males receive the same benefit (b) from mating. 63
Introduction
Then the fitness of females (v) and males (u) can be written up as follows: 64 Where the constant K gives the steepness of the functions (K=1 was used in the simulations). 85
Females competed with females and males with males to keep a constant 1:1 sex ratio. The 86 offspring inherits its genes from its parent with a mutation probability =0.05. Simulations 87 were iterated for s=1000 steps. 88 89
Results

90
Attention seeking displays evolve to the allowed highest intensity when the cost was 91 low. or give none at all. The frequency of signallers not giving signal is increasing with increasing 98 cost; the average level of ASD is decreasing as a result. Figures 2,3,4 and 5 show the final 99 grid for c=8, c=18, c=28 and c=38 respectively. SI files (c_0_1400_1599.mp4, 100 c_10_1400_1599.mp4, c_20_1400_1599.mp4, c_30_1400_1599.mp4) show the time 101 progression of these runs on the grid. Introducing dispersal did not change the above pattern. 102
However, the dimorphic final state evolves faster in each parameter combination with 103
increasing dispersal. Figure 6 shows the timelines of all runs with d=0.25. 
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